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Abstract

Well over 40 years of budget pressures and a focus on reading and math have results in the arts –
music, art, dance - largely beening squeezed out of the school curriculum. Numerous authors
describe how arts-poor classrooms translate into missed educational opportunities for students,
particularly those students who need it the most. The purpose of this project was to describe and
share the process and selected products (i.e., elements of the first grade Big Dogs Beg multimedia learning package) of the Rockin’ Teacher Curriculum that this teacher researcher created
over the course of several years in order to provide elementary teachers and students with
instruction materials and a multi-media system that uses the visual and performing arts to
enhance student engagement and achievement in the curriculum. The Big Dogs Beg materials
and the entire curriculum enable teachers to integrate the visual and performing arts into their
classrooms and use it as a tool to teach academic standards rather than treating the arts as a
separate discipline. The Big Dogs Beg materials and Rockin’ Teacher Curriculum can be seen at
www.rockingteacher.com.
Keywords: Arts education, arts integration, Multiple Intelligences, student engagement
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Overview of the Curriculum - How it Started, What it Was
I created the Rockin’ Teacher Curriculum (www.rockingteacher.com) to provide teachers
and students with a research- based system that uses the visual and performing arts to enhance
student engagement and achievement. Rather than treating the arts as a separate discipline, this
curriculum enables teachers to integrate the visual and performing arts into their classrooms and
use it as a tool to teach academic standards. It is consistent with Goldberg's (2017) assertions that
arts integration can “engage discipline learning outside of the arts, such as literacy, math,
science, or social studies” (p. 4).
My inspiration for creating the Rockin’ Teacher Curriculum came from my personal
experience. In my own classrooms, I’d seen the power of using music and the arts to help
students blossom personally and academically. My first and second grade classroom morphed
into the Kids Like Blues Band (www.kidslikeblues.org), which provided what Walters and
Gardner (1986 as cited in Armstrong, 2009), call “activators of intelligence” and “crystallizing
experiences... turning points in the development of [a person’s] talents and abilities” (p. 28).
In an unplanned effort to meet student and teacher curiosity and bring fun and joy into the
classroom, my students and I created a song-based curriculum that used music, singing, dance,
visual art, and technology to meet the needs of all students, including second language learners,
students with special needs, gifted students, and a student suffering from trauma. In hindsight,
my students and I found through shared ventures in song-based learning what Goldberg (2017)
explained: that “arts are natural bridge for children with differing abilities, including special
needs, gifted and talented, and all kinds of exceptionalities.”
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We were a band in every sense of the word, with daily singing and dance practice, and as
Fiske said (2012) “the arts connect learning experiences to the world of real work. A company is
a company, whether producing an opera or a breakthrough technological services” (p. X).
We performed first at school and then at talent shows, at the College of Education, Health
and Human Services of California State University San Marcos (CSUSM), and even live TV. We
used classic songs that lent themselves to academic lessons on everything from phonics and
science to figurative language. Collaborating and employing technology, we made up dance
moves, art and history lessons, and Internet research activities to create our curriculum.
Great Effects, But I Couldn’t Explain My Observations
It became clear to me, the parents of the children in my classroom, many in the
educational community, and even the TV media and newspapers that took notice of our
curriculum, that our work was having a transformative effect on the students. Student
engagement and retention soared; and the US Department of Education in Teaching Matters
(2012), the National Association for Music Educators (NafMe), KPBS, and the San Diego
Tribune featured our work. My students and I were also featured on San Diego 6 TV, Americans
for the Arts, Teach Hub, School Technology.org, The Blues Blogger, and American Blues
Scene. To share our experiences with other educators, I wrote a series on arts integration that was
published in several publications including Edutopia, Education Week, and EdSource. I have
since shared our work at conferences including the California Association for the Gifted (CAG),
the CSUSM Hansen Symposium, and the National Council for Social Studies (NCSS).
While my students and I developed the curriculum, I didn’t realize that our work was
consistent with a wealth of empirical research on the positive effects of arts integration. I just
knew that it worked on many level and I wrote articles about our new curriculum to share with
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other teachers. The articles also helped “shield” my class from meddling from my school
district, which literally trumpeted the phrase “fidelity to the (district adopted, traditional)
curriculum.” My principal was extremely supportive of our work and impressed upon me the
importance of linking our improvised curriculum to the state standards. Fortunately, that was
easy, for there were innumerable connections. In fact, I found a key sentence in the EnglishLanguage Arts Content Standards for CA Public Schools (2009) that states “teachers should take
every opportunity to link reading and writing to other core curricula, including history, social
science, mathematics, science, and the visual and performing arts, to help students achieve in all
areas” (p. iv).
Outside of school, I devoted most of my waking hours trying to make sense of my
observations. My lack of awareness of the research on the effects of arts integration only left me
with questions, which I hadn’t been able to answer until I did the research for this project.
My Observations and Questions
One of my chief observations was that the arts integration system we created made the
classroom a more cohesive unit. Students were choosing to work together with peers who they
had previously avoided, and they had fun doing it. Why did arts integration have such a
galvanizing effect on student class unity?
Another observation was that students made dramatic improvements in areas in which
they had deficits. Academically struggling students showed marked improvements in reading,
writing, speaking, and retention, which translated into more self-confidence, participation, and
engagement. Intellectually gifted students also made significant gains in academics and,
developed much needed social skills, including empathy and a willingness to collaborate.
Students who had been disruptive became engaged and noticeably calmer and at ease.
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Students who had seemed unexceptional and average were suddenly displaying talents
and abilities that had remained dormant. Their newfound gifts amazed their peers, themselves,
and myself, and they became leaders in their area expertise. Was our nascent arts integration
curriculum creating talent and proclivities, or was it uncovering it? Why had these students’ gifts
not presented themselves during prior music and art activities? How did the arts enable all of
these students to grow in their respective areas of need, all at the same time?
Although I had yet to do any research on the benefits of arts integration, my work preparing
presentations for educational conferences coupled with conversations with other educators at
these conferences helped crystallize my observations and experiences into several anecdotal
assumptions.
1. Arts help students on a biological level. Some of this is more obvious and can be seen by
the naked eye, and some of it can only be measured or explained through research and
testing.
2. An arts-rich curriculum, where the arts are integrated into the process of teaching
academics rather than being taught as separate subjects can meet the needs of all students
in a way that other traditional methods of teaching cannot.
3. The visual and performing arts are extremely effective thematic teaching tools that can
unify different strands of academic learning into a cohesive theme that students can easily
digest and embrace (Schwartz, 2013).
4. When the “right” academically and culturally rich songs, music, plays, and theater are
employed, standards-rich content can be imparted to students in meaningful ways that
boost engagement and retention (Schwartz, 2013).
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5. To get kids to want to come school and learn, they need to be having fun, and the arts can
be the hook that puts the fun into learning.
6. Kids will dive into the curriculum, and even double down on more challenging material,
if it’s participatory and delivered in ways they can process and enjoy (Schwartz, 2013).
7. All students can learn, but not all children learn in the same way. To varying degrees, and
in different combinations, kids learn through different activities. Some need to move
through dance, others through song, visual art, or working with others. Therefore,
traditional top-down teaching methods, where the teacher talks at the kids, and where the
kids don’t get to actively participate in the material, don’t reach all kids. In contrast, the
arts can reach students with different learning preferences.
8. Creativity is crucial to learning. Arts integration allows and encourages students to
express themselves in unique ways when students are involved in the process of making
art - from the way that they sing a song to the way they collaborate with others to make
original dance moves. Coloring by numbers doesn’t cut it.
9. Arts-rich classrooms help students emotionally and meets their needs for movement and
stimulation. Kids involved in the arts feel better, and their moods improve. Art activities
such as visual art or dance that involve fine and gross motor movement provide students
with activities that reduce the need for other sources of stimulation and movement.
10. Defunding of the arts has a negatively cascading effect on education in the following
ways.
a) People lose sight of the value of the arts and arts integration. Until the Kids Like
Blues Band project, I had been part of this group of people unaware of the power of
the arts. As I wrote in an article for entitled “You reach more kids when you use the
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arts to teach,” “for the first 13 years of teaching, I too viewed the performing arts as an
unaffordable luxury, if not a waste of precious instructional time” (¶ 2).
b) Preservice and inservice teacher preparation in arts integration, where teachers are
taught how to use the visual and performing arts as teaching tool to teach academics
and foster personal growth, is virtually nonexistent.
c) When the arts such as music and art are taught, often they are taught as a separate
discipline by experts in the arts discipline who do not have responsibility for linking
the art work to the academic work done in the general education classroom.
In an effort to explain and understand my observations on the positive effects of our arts
integration work, I conducted the literature review, presented in Chapter 2, of the following
themes.
•

Theories explaining the efficacy of arts-based learning

•

The lack of arts education and art integration in schools

•

The effect of arts integration on learning readiness and academic performance

•

The effect of an arts-rich curriculum on the brain

•

The effect of an arts-rich curriculum on social skills

•

The effect of an arts-rich curriculum on motivation, engagement, mood, and
emotional regulation

•

Student populations positively affected by an arts-rich curriculum.
Purpose and Significance of Project

The purpose of this project was to describe and share the process and selected products
(i.e., elements of the first grade Big Dogs Beg multi-media learning package) of the Rockin’
Teacher Curriculum that this teacher researcher created over the course of several years in order
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to provide elementary teachers and students with instruction materials and a multi-media system
that uses the visual and performing arts to enhance student engagement and achievement in the
curriculum. The Big Dogs Beg materials and the entire curriculum, which can be seen at
www.rockingteacher.com, enable teachers to integrate the visual and performing arts into their
classrooms and use it as a tool to teach academic standards rather than treating the arts as a
separate discipline.
Definition of Terms
The following are four term that are used throughout the following chapters. They are
presented here to clarify this author’s meaning when using each of the terms.
Arts Education
Arts education is a term that has been defined by Goldberg (2017) as “an education in
and about the arts, which according to the National Core Arts Standards, includes stand alone
instruction in music, theatre, dance, visual arts, and media arts” (p. 11).
Arts Integration
Arts integration or the integration of the arts into the curriculum refers to using the arts,
such as dance, music, and visual art, to help students learn core academic subjects like reading
and writing, math, science, and history (Goldberg, 2016).
Multiple Intelligences
Multiple Intelligences refers to a theory forwarded by Howard Gardner (1983) that
intelligence is more than a singular attribute or number (i.e., Intelligence Quotient). Rather,
people have multiple intelligences and capacities (i.e., verbal-linguistic, logical-mathematical,
visual-spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, intrapersonal, interpersonal, musical, naturalistic) that vary in
strength from one person to the next.
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Student Engagement
Student engagement can be defined as students being actively involved in activities,
where student attention, attendance, participation with peers and teachers, verbal interaction,
mood, and positive emotions are enhanced (Brown & Sax, 2013, Willis, 2011).
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

Theoretical Frameworks Explaining the Efficacy of Arts-Based Learning
The theoretical frameworks I found that explain my observations on the efficacy of arts
integration fall into three categories. The first includes Multiple Intelligences theory and learning
styles theory and the idea that students have multiple intelligences, abilities, proclivities, and
styles of learning. Howard Gardner (1993) argues that people learn best when provided with a
varied palette of activities that activate their unique gifts, learning styles, and natural Multiple
Intelligences (as cited in Armstrong, 2009). The second theoretical framework is Petitto’s (2008)
theory regarding transfer effect of arts integration instruction. Namely, arts integration helps
students learn academic core subjects like science, math, language arts, and history (Goldberg,
2016). The third theoretical framework discussed by Gokhale (1995) and Izard (1971 as cited in
Brown & Sax, 2013, p. 2) concerns the notion that the opportunities for student collaboration and
participation afforded to students via arts integration positively effect students’ critical thinking
skills and learning readiness.
Multiple Intelligences and Learning Styles Theories
In his book Frames of Mind, Howard Gardner (1983) argued that the single number
Intelligence Quotient (IQ) score commonly used to measure people’s intelligence was too
simplistic (as cited in Armstrong, 2009). Instead of one type of intelligence, Gardner theorized
that people have multiple intelligences and capacities (i.e., verbal-linguistic, logicalmathematical, visual-spatial), bodily-kinesthetic, intrapersonal, interpersonal, musical,
naturalistic) in varying strengths and combinations from one person to the next. Gardner
contended that students would benefit from teaching methods that reach every intelligence. He
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noted that “if individuals differ in their intellectual profiles, it makes sense to take this fact into
account in devising an educational system” (Garner, 1983, p. xii).
Thomas Armstrong (2009) has built upon Gardner’s work. In his book Multiple
Intelligences in the Classroom (2009), Armstrong writes about the value of tapping into students’
multiple intelligences by surveying their strengths and weaknesses and devising teaching
strategies to help students grow in all areas. He writes about “activators and deactivators of
intelligences” (p. 28), which are experiences that can activate student intelligences or shut them
off. Feldman (1980 as cited in Armstrong 2009) coined the term “crystallizing experiences” (p.
29) to mean positive and impactful experiences that enable people to discover their intelligences,
strengths, and interests. Armstrong (2009) added the concept of paralyzing experiences,
experiences involving negative emotions including fear, anger, and shame that discourage
peoples’ growth in intelligences.
In her book Arts Integration: Teaching Subject Matter through the Arts in Multicultural
Settings, Meryl Goldberg (2016) notes how students have different learning styles and that using
arts integration as a teaching tool “fully taps into their varied learning styles” (p. 34). Song,
dance, visual art, and other activities reach students with varied learning preferences. I have
witnessed firsthand with my own classroom how the arts enable students to learn by allowing
students to access content in a way that makes most sense to them.
Transfer Effect Theory
Several authors examine the notion that arts integration activates intelligences and
reaches different types of learners and also enables students to transfer their arts-related work
and learning to subjects not traditionally associated with the arts. In this way, students may learn
about science through song, math through dance or rap, or social studies through visual art
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activities. In the Arts and cognition monograph: Arts education, the brain, and language, Petitto
discusses her research testing the transfer of learning hypothesis, the hypothesis that “extensive
education in the arts may yield higher cognitive executive function advantages during the
processing of other non-arts information” (2008, ¶ 11). Similarly, Goldberg describes how arts
integration using “subject matter-related artwork” encourages students to experience
“relationships across disciplines…[and] discipline learning outside of the arts such as literacy,
math, science, or social studies” (2016, p. 4).
Jon Schwartz’s arts integration work with first and second graders aligns with this theory.
In his article, You reach more kids when you Use the arts to teach, Schwartz (2013) writes about
his class using Chuck Berry songs to learn and experience through immersion and participation
history, pronunciation, pitch, phrasing, geography, technology, phonics, and figurative language.
He notes that “[w]hen the right material is used – academically and culturally rich songs, music,
plays, theater – standards-rich content can be presented to students in a meaningful way that
boosts engagement and retention (Schwartz, 2013, (¶ 5). The Unleashing the power of the music
of hardship article in the US Department of Education (2012) Teaching Matters publication
reinforces his observation, stating that “Schwartz turns the music of the blues into a thematic
teaching tool to integrate all strands of the curriculum.”
Collaboration Theories
Other authors note that arts integration helps students thrive academically and personally
because it enables students to work collaboratively and develop skills and strategies for dealing
with themselves and others. In Collaborative learning enhances critical thinking, Anu Gokhale
defines collaborative learning as a process in which “students are responsible for one another's
learning as well as their own” (1995, ¶ 1). She also notes that “after conducting a statistical
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analysis on the test scores (not standardized tests), it was found that students who participated in
collaborative learning had performed significantly better on the critical- thinking test than
students who studied individually” (¶ 33).
The benefits resulting from working collaboratively align with Gardner’s (2009 as cited
in Armstrong, 2009) concept of interpersonal intelligence. Working together as members of a
team - whether it be a visual art class project, such as a mural, or performing with others in a
singing and dancing group like Schwartz (2012) and his students Kids Like Blues Band - helps
students develop awareness of their strengths, weaknesses, and personal character. When
students work with one another as part of a group, they are exposed to the need of working with
others to succeed. They have the opportunity to develop empathy and the ability to negotiate the
complexities of teamwork and goal-oriented social relationships.
Differential Emotions Theory
An additional theoretical framework or rationale for the integration of the arts into the
classroom curriculum is provided by Izard who describes Differential Emotional Theory (DET)
and how “the adaptive value of emotions, explaining that positive emotions such as interest,
happiness, and pride facilitate learning, whereas high levels of negative emotions such as
sadness, fear, and anger, interfere (Izard, 1971 as cited in Brown & Sax, 2013, p. 1)
Lack of Arts Education and Art Integration in Schools
It doesn’t take a doctorate degree to notice that the arts have largely been squeezed out of
the school curriculum in favor of traditional instruction in core curriculum areas such as
language arts and mathematics. Ironically, if Gardner’s theory of Multiple Intelligence (as cited
in Armstrong, 2009, p. 17) can be viewed as a turning point in raising awareness of student
differences and for the need for diversifying teaching methods to match different student needs,
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the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) of 2001 that governed U.S. and state education policy for
the past decade and a half can be viewed as a catalyst for the opposite. The focus on test scores,
and penalties assessed to schools not meeting certain performance goals, put tremendous amount
of pressure on schools to “teach to the test.”
The move away from the arts began much earlier that NCLB. Catterall, Dumais, and
Hampden-Thompson (2012) note in a National Endowment for the Arts article that well over 40
years of budget pressures and a focus on reading and math have results in the arts being crowed
out of the curriculum. In Learning in a visual age: The critical importance of visual arts
education, the National Art Education Association (NAEA) laments and elaborate upon the
sources of arts-poor educational environments, noting the following.
In a short-sighted effort to help make children competitive in a global economy,
many schools have reduced visual arts instruction in favor of a greater emphasis
on mathematics and science. These actions in some cases have resulted from
accountability policies that measure school performance on a narrow set of
abilities (NAEA, 2016, p. 3).
Goldberg adds an interesting perspective when she points out that the arts and academic
core subjects like language arts and math “have not always been separate subjects” (2016, p. 20).
Goldberg argues that when the arts are taught in isolation from academic core subjects - when
the arts are not integrated into the curriculum - this “limits the arts’ potential in teaching and
learning” (2016, p. 21). Classrooms suffer in two ways. First, the arts are removed from the
classroom. Second, arts integration - one of the most effective teaching tools to unify the
different strands of academic learning (Schwartz, 2013) - is taken away as well.
Absence of the arts may have resulted in a reliance on teaching methods that reach a
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small percentage of students. John Goodlad (2004), reporting on his observations of over 1,000
classrooms nationwide, noted that, “nearly 70 percent of classroom time is consumed by
‘teacher’ talk – mainly teachers talking ‘at’ students, such as by giving instructions or lecturing’
(Goodlad as cited in Armstrong, 2009, p. 54).
Numerous authors describe how arts-poor classrooms translate into missed educational
opportunities for students, particularly those students who need it the most. Schools with lower
test scores often are located in communities with higher poverty rates. The pressure to bring up
test scores in these schools so they match schools in more affluent areas can drive administrators
to demand their teachers use more direct instruction that “teaches to the test.” Administrators
face consequences for not reaching test score goals. The author recalls working in a school where
over 70 percent of the students where English learners and over 75 percent of students receiving
free and reduced lunch (E. G. Garrison, n.d.). The principal lost her job, due partly to the
school’s Academic Performance Index scores failing to reach “safe harbor.” Goldberg describes
the consequences of arts disappearing from schools that are in the most need when she states that
“as a result of years of waning accessibility to the arts, especially among students in high-poverty
settings, many students enter college with little to no exposure to the arts” (2017, p. 85).
Rocco Landesman, in the Chairman’s Note, (as cited in Catterall, Dumais, & HampdenThompson, 2012) adds to the discussion of missed opportunities in arts-poor classrooms when he
writes, “What’s lost? The chance for a child to express himself. The chance for the idiosyncratic
child who has not yet succeeded elsewhere to shine. A sense of play, of fun, of discovery” (p. 5).
The Effects of Art Integration
on Learning Readiness and Academic Performance
Research reveals the positive effect of arts education and arts integration. Dr. Nina Kraus,
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Professor of Neurobiology & Physiology and Principal Investigator at the Auditory
Neuroscience Laboratory at Northwestern University, (as cited in Auditory Neuroscience
Laboratory 2014) explains that “there seems to be kind of a privileged role for memory and
music.” In How arts integration supports student learning: Students shed light on the
connections, DeMoss and Morris described their comprehensive study with students of varying
ages, ethnicities, and socioeconomic backgrounds. Based upon their results, they conclude that
“arts integration can, indeed, foster increased learning, including-and in some ways particularlyfor lower-achieving students” (2002, p. 22).
In The arts and achievement in at-risk youth: Findings from four longitudinal studies,
Catterall, Dumais and Hampden-Thompson describe research that compares students from a
variety of socioeconomic backgrounds who had received an arts-rich education with those who
did not and found that “children and teenagers who participated in arts education programs have
shown more positive academic and social outcomes in comparison to students who did not
participate in those programs” (2012, p. 8). They describe the long-lasting benefits of arts
education and note that students who had arts-rich experiences are more likely to have higher
GPA’s, attend college, and “show civic minded behavior” (Catterall et al., 2012, p. 15) such as
volunteering, voting, and becoming involved in politics. Similarly, the National Art Education
Association note that “in addition to developing students’ intellectual capabilities, visual arts
instruction also helps develop young people’s sense of civic engagement” (2016, p. 5).
Arts integration has been shown to help students gain early reading skills. In Arts and
cognition monograph, training in the arts, reading, and brain Imaging, Wandell, Dougherty,
Ben-Schachar, Deutch, & Tsang describe their research on the effects of arts education on
reading abilities, noting that “children who had early training in the visual arts had a higher
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degree of phonological awareness than children with no such training” and reported similar
positive effects on reading fluency (2008, ¶ 14).
In summary, in testimony to the benefits of arts integration, The President’s Committee
on the Arts and Humanities in the 2011 report, Reinvesting in arts education, acknowledges that
“decades of research show strong and consistent links between high-quality arts education and a
wide range of impressive educational outcomes” (as cited in National Art Education Association,
2016, p. 4).
The Effects of Art-Rich Curriculum on the Brain
Scientific evidence on the positive effects of the arts on the brain adds another dimension
to the argument for arts integration. Studies on the effects on the brain have produced physical
and neurological data - what Kraus (as cited in Auditory Neuroscience Laboratory, 2014) argues
is proof of the positive effects of the arts on the brain.
Interestingly, Kraus’s brain research aligns with Petitto’s (2008) transfer of learning
hypothesis and Goldberg’s (2017) and Schwartz’s (2013) assertions that the arts can be used to
teach non-musical subjects and skills including science, math, language arts, and language
acquisition.
Kraus argues that if “musical experience can enhance some of the neural elements that
are necessary for effective reading or for effective speech and noise, then that is ironclad
biological evidence that speaks to the efficacy of practicing music and providing music in
schools for the development of nonmusical skills” (as cited in Auditory Neuroscience
Laboratory, 2014, p. 44).
Kraus (2014) as well as Berens and colleagues (2007) have found that exposure to the
arts strengthens and enhances certain brain functions. For example, Berens et al. (2007) found
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that “dancers are more accurate at task switching… [and] process biological motion stimuli
faster than non-dancers” (¶ 11).
A common finding across brain research is that students involved with visual and
performing arts activities like singing, dancing, and playing instruments have an increased ability
to focus and screen out other distracting noise and stimuli. One can imagine the usefulness of
this skill in the classroom and other educational environments, where tuning out distracting noise
and stimuli is needed (Auditory Neuroscience Laboratory, 2014; Petitto, 2008). Schlaugh,
Norton, Overy, and Winner (2005) describe this phenomenon as “auditory discrimination” (p.
221). Miendlarzewka and Trost (2014) reported that “children who undergo musical training
have better verbal memory, second language pronunciation accuracy, reading ability and
executive function” (p. 1). Petitto adds further clarity in stating that “artistic education and
expertise, such as...early dance education may positively transfer to other cognitive areas, such as
the ability to selectively focus attention and resist interference from competing signals ((2008, ¶
3).
These neurological benefits of arts education are well documented, and researchers also
explain the biological chemical changes that occur in the brain that result in these benefits. The
collaborative opportunities offered through arts activities actually make the brain release
chemicals. Judy Willis explains this chemical reaction in Writing and the brain: Neuroscience
show the pathways to learning.
When students participate in engaging learning activities in well-designed, supportive,
cooperative groups, there is a positive emotional response in the brain. The pleasure of
learning with one's peers increases the brain's release of dopamine, a neurotransmitter
that increases pleasure, motivation, perseverance through challenges, and resilience to
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setbacks” (2011, ¶ 5 & 6).
Willis argues for varied interactive and collaborative (e.g., cooperative group learning)
classroom activities, as opposed to “mind-numbing lectures and drills about information students
do not value” and notes that the resulting “multisensory intake and positive social interactions
are reflected in neuroimaging with activation of multiple neural networks” (2011, ¶ 21).
Willis even uses brain research to explain student engagement, mood, success, and
dropout rate. She points out that, in contrast to isolated skill practice and passive listening to
directions and lecture that can occupy up to 70 percent of classroom time, interesting and
engaging experiences activate the brain’s instinct to apply effort towards work they expect to be
pleasurable. “Many students become bored and drop out because high-stakes testing has turned
many classrooms into places of mind-numbing lectures and drills about information students do
not value” (Willis, 2011, ¶ 30).
The Effects of Art-Rich Curriculum on Social Skills
Researchers have also found that exposure to the arts in the classroom helps students to
develop social skills and competencies such as working with others, kindness, altruism, patience,
taking turns, asking for and giving help, self-advocacy, self regulation, and empathy (Brown &
Sax, 2013). In Champions of change: The impact of the arts on learning, Fiske states that
“engagement in the arts–whether the visual arts, dance, music, theatre, or other disciplines–
nurtures the development of cognitive, social and personal competencies” (2012, p. ix). Goldberg
(2017) also notes how the arts help build personal skills and states “training in the arts, especially
the performing arts (as well as sports), provides the foundational skills that build the
interpersonal and cooperative skills and, along with that, how to become flexible and
empathetic” (p. 11).
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The Effect of an Arts-Rich Curriculum on
Engagement, Motivation, Mood, and Emotional Regulation
Research shows that when the arts are used in educational settings, students feel better,
are more engaged, and better able to learn (Brown and Sax, 2013, p. 1). Fiske (2012) and
Brouillette, Childress-Evans, Hinga, and Farkas (2014) both found positive impact of the arts on
student engagement. Using attendance as a measure of engagement, Brouillette and colleagues
(2014) found absence rates decreased by 10 percent when arts lessons were employed. Izard
(1971 as cited in Brown & Sax, 2013) explains this phenomenon through Differential Emotions
Theory, which suggests that positive emotions enable learning, while negative emotions hinder
learning. They recognize that “the impact of emotions on learning has long been recognized by
practitioners and scholars alike,” and that “arts enrichment stands out as a longstanding
educational strategy that may benefit social–emotional readiness to learn” (Izard 1971, as cited in
Brown & Sax, 2013, p. 1).
“Emotion regulation refers to the processes by which individuals influence which
emotions they have, when they have them, and how they experience and express these emotions”
(von Scheve, 2012, p. 2). Brown and Sax (2013) suggest that arts education can foster emotional
competence and regulation. Allison and Rehm (as cited in Brown & Sax, 2013) attribute the
positive emotion experience to “the multiple modes of learning provided through the arts” (p. 7).
Negative emotional experiences such as being pushed out of line by a peer, losing a turn in a
game, or receiving low test scores can be common occurrences for some students. So emotional
regulation, including the ability to delay gratification and deal with frustration, anger, and hurt,
can be vital skills for staying in a positive frame of mind that enables learning. Brown and Sax
(2013) recognize the potential power of the arts for promoting positive emotional regulation for
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for low-income children at risk for school problems” (p. 1).
Numerous researchers have found that the arts provide positive emotional experiences
associated with pride and belonging for students from diverse backgrounds, students with
developmental difficulties, and those with special needs (as cited in Brown & Sax, 2013, p. 2).
Brown and Sax note, however that emotional health should not be confused with positive
emotions. The arts promote emotional health as they “provide a means by which children are
able to express or process negative emotions” (Brown & Sax, 2013, p. 2).
That said, the arts can be emotionally positive, fun, engaging and a great alternative to
what Willis identified as “mind-numbing lectures and drills about information students do not
value” ((2011, ¶ 30). While some researchers bemoan the lecture format, teacher-driven
informational time still can be valuable. Noting that classrooms don’t have to take an either-or
approach, Schwartz states, “[d]irect and explicit instruction and standard/basal texts are still
cornerstones of our class, but we’ve made time for content-rich music and other visual and
performing arts” (2013, ¶ 3).
The Effects of Arts Integration on Student Subpopulations
As already suggest, the arts can have a beneficial effect on the learning readiness and
mood of a number of student subpopulations, particularly students from disadvantaged
backgrounds (Fiske, 2012, p. viii), low socioeconomic status (SES), English language learners
(ELLs), and students who are considered intellectually challenged or gifted and talented
(Armstrong, 2009; DeMoss & Morris, 2002; Goldberg, 2016). As noted in the National Art
Education Association’s Learning in a visual age: The critical importance of visual arts
education, the “challenged and disengaged students are even more likely than other students to
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benefit from high-quality visual arts instruction” (2016, p. 9). Fisk reinforces this notion, stating
that “[t]he arts reach students who are not otherwise being reached” (2012, p. ix). Goldberg adds
that the “[a]rts are a natural bridge for children with differing abilities, including special needs,
gifted and talented, and all kinds of exceptionalities” (2016, p. 28).
With all of these student populations benefitting for the integration of the arts into the
classroom and curriculum, many argue, as Carger (2004) does, for “pulling art out of the margins
of education” (2004, p. 283). In addition, as Goldberg (2016) notes, “It’s the law! Truly.
According to both states and federal mandates, the arts are required subjects within curriculum.
The rub is most states don’t have ‘arts education police’ monitoring for compliance” (p. 11).
Indeed, if we accept the findings of the research cited in this literature review (i.e., that arts
integration has potential positive effects for all students) it follows that those who don’t get it,
especially those in high-poverty schools lose the same opportunities to succeed (Goldberg,
2016).
Fiske (2012) explains the benefits of arts instruction with intellectually gifted students,
noting that the arts “promote complexity in the learning experience. Unlike other learning
experiences that seek right or wrong answers, engagement in the arts allows for multiple
outcomes” (p. xi). Fiske adds that “boredom and complacency are barriers to success. For those
young people who outgrow their established learning environments, the arts can offer a chance
for unlimited challenge” (2012, p. x).
The arts also can help “make up” for some of the physical, intellectual, or societal
situations that make learning difficult for students. Studying the positive impact of in-class music
on high school students’ neural processing of speech, Tierney and colleagues (2013) conclude
that “given that SES impacts language functioning (Hackman et al., 2010) and the neural
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encoding of speech (Skoe et al., 2013), our results suggest that affordable in-class musical
training may be able to ameliorate some of the negative consequences of impoverishment” (p. 4).
Armstrong (2009) notes that the arts can have the same “make up” effect for students
with special needs by taking advantage of students’ stronger Multiple Intelligences. Explaining
how Gardner’s theory of Multiple Intelligences works, Armstrong, (2009) describes the theory
of Cognitive Bypassing, which posits that students with special needs and students with
“limitations in specific intelligence areas can often bypass these obstacles by using an alternative
route...in an unimpaired intelligence (2009, p. 153).
English language learners (ELLs) are another subgroup that benefit from arts integration.
Brouillette and colleagues (2014) note that bilingual students and ELLs benefit by learning
through dance because the students are “physicalizing” (p. 19) the language, which helps
students remember vocabulary and content. In Learning in a visual age: The critical importance
of visual arts education, The National Art Education Association notes benefits for English
learners when they “engage early on with visual arts education in ways that motivate practice
and create a context for development of skills in speaking, listening, reading, and writing (2016,
p. 9). In addition, engagement with the arts can help English learners emotionally. The singing,
dancing, and drawing found in many art activities allow students to access the material even
when their home language and use of language is different than that used in the classroom
(Armstrong, 2009). Moreover, Hobbs and Stoops add the following.
The multiple modes of learning provided through the arts may also benefit the
emotional experience of those whose linguistic traditions do not occupy a
central position in mainstream education. This holds importance given the
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growing proportions of racial/ethnic minorities and non-native English speakers
in this country (as cited in Brown and Sax, 2013, p. 7).
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Chapter Three
Methodology

My experiences teaching elementary school have demonstrated for me the efficacy and
power of integrating the arts into the curriculum and daily student learning experiences. Before
describing the audiences and process for developing the product of this project, I would like to
describe the history of my journey learning to appreciate and use music and dance as a teaching
tool.
In 2012, I began using existing songs as springboards for learning core academic subjects
including reading and writing, history, science, math, geography. Our self-contained first grade
classroom evolved into a band, the Kids Like Blues Band (www.kidslikeblues.org). Standardsbased music, singing, visual art, and dance became a staple of our daily curriculum. We used
songs like Chuck Berry’s Promised Land and Johnny Cash’s Big River. Within months of our
inception, we performed on live TV, at street fairs, and for the CSUSM College of Education.
Our work was featured by the U.S. Department of Education. In the department’s
Teaching Matters newsletter noted the following: “Teachers at ED love how Schwartz presents
the full range of a well-rounded curriculum, integrating the arts and 21st century skills into his
classroom.”
The Kids Like Blues Band was also covered by KPBS, the San Diego Tribune, San Diego
6 TV, and the mainstream music website, American Blues Scene. In addition, my articles
detailing our methods of art integration were published in EdSource, Education Week, and
Edutopia. Further, I presented our work at educational conferences such as the annual conference
of the California Association for the Gifted.
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To share our work, I created a website for our Kids Like Blues Band. The website served
as a hub to share press articles and videos about our work, published articles I wrote, and music
videos I produced documenting our work. Before I filmed the videos, I obtained permission from
the parents of my students to document our arts integration methods, with the knowledge that
videos could demonstrate the techniques we used, and the value of our work, in a way that print
articles could not. The videos showed our class in action, detailed how our work aligned with
specific academic standards, and included case studies that featured interviews with parents and
a speech and language specialist at our school. The videos also enabled educational institutions
to quickly see the efficacy and academic of our work. Praise from outside institutions like the
U.S. Department of Education, newspapers, and KPBS gave me freedom to continue our work in
a district that was demanding that teachers practice strict fidelity to the curriculum they
purchased, which had no art or arts integration activities.
One video, Thematic Teaching Using Blues Music (https://youtu.be/bDL5M3FcvAY),
showed how we used Chuck Berry’s song, Promised Land, to learn reading and speaking skills,
history, mathematics, art, and dance. Another video, Fostering Community Through Music
(https://youtu.be/8hCWFIPmD5Q), was a case study of a student in our class whose family had
fled the aftermath of the Japanese Tsunami and the Fukushima nuclear disaster. This student
experienced posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). When she arrived she was not able to read
anything on our walls or speak any English. With no apparent triggers, she would shriek in fear
or cry uncontrollably at school. She would shut down and become unable to communicate or
interact with anyone on campus. When we introduced music into the classroom, she came alive
and changed from a non-speaking, terrified seven year old into a blues-belting powerhouse with
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enough confidence and stage presence to electrify audiences on TV and at street fairs with
audiences of 500 people.
To create the Fostering Community Through Music video, I used class footage
documenting this young students’ growth and wove it into two video interviews. One featured
her father, who described how our work with music helped his daughter grow emotionally,
overcome her fears, and develop a desire to attend school. This video also featured a video
interview with our school’s speech and language therapist who articulated the value of music and
arts in education and explained how the young girl was able to gain confidence and develop
reading and speaking skills.
Audiences and Settings
Elementary teachers who I knew at the time of my journey of integrating the arts into the
curriculum stated that they were attracted to arts integration methods my students I had
developed, but felt ill equipped to duplicate our approach. Much of our curriculum was based
upon my technological skills and my musical abilities to use rhythm and blues songs to teach
core academic subjects. In addition, many of the elements of our class’ work were the result of
me enabling artistically talented students to inspire other students and shape our program. For
example, a small number of students came up with original dance moves became the class
choreographers. Another student’s visual art inspired the rest of the class to use his techniques to
create original art. Students with advanced interpersonal leadership skills became class
“managers” who ensured peers were on task and doing their best. I wanted to share our methods
but recognized that arts integration, relinquishing control to students, and tapping into “gifted”
students’ talents might not come naturally to all teachers.
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Parents, too, wanted to have their children enjoy the engaging work we were doing with
music and the arts. They saw my students singing, dancing, performing, practicing, and creating
visual art within a self-contained general education classroom and wanted their kids to have the
same experiences.
Unfortunately, academics and the arts usually are taught as separate disciplines
(Goldberg, 2017). General education teachers teach academics, and students to other rooms to
receive instruction from music, dance, and visual arts specialist teachers. Shrinking budgets and
an emphasis on standardized test scores forced many schools to relegate the arts to the back
burner. And general education teachers, now the ones responsible for integrating the arts
received little, if any, professional development on how to do so. I wanted to change this
situation. The question then became, “How could I create a curriculum that all elementary
teachers could use to engage students by integrating the arts?
Procedure for Developing the Project
Getting the Songs
Because the entire Kids Like Blues Band’s curriculum revolved around songs that could
be mined for academic content, the first task in creating a curriculum that integrated the arts
involved finding suitable songs. In an attempt to use the songs we were using with the band and
avoid copyright infringement, I tried to get permission from the artists (e.g., Chuck Berry,
Johnny Cash) who wrote the songs. In my emails, I sent them a link to our Kids Like Blues Band
website and videos including the Thematic Teaching With Blues Music and Fostering
Community With Music videos described previously in this chapter.
Chuck Berry’s manager responded, saying that he admired our work and that Chuck was
too old to consider granting permission. Johnny Cash’s publishing company didn’t return my
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emails. I decided to find other rhythm and blues songwriters who might grant me permission to
use their songs for curriculum development.
I sent an email to three-time Grammy winning blues songwriter and producer Dennis
Walker, who had worked with blues artist, B.B. King and Robert Cray. He called me back and
said he was very impressed with our methods, website, and videos. He offered to gather some of
the best musicians in the world to record a CD for me, with one catch - I needed to write my own
songs.
The songs we had used with the Kids Like Blues Band were all related to some period of
U.S. history. They weren’t history songs, but they described certain times and places of which
the students had no knowledge. For example, many of my students had no idea that people used
to use maps to get directions, or about the evolution of transportation. History was another
subject that had been relegated to the back burner in favor of standardized tests in math and
English. To address this need, I wrote my first song, Transportation Blues. To write the song, I
looked up academic standards, performed my own internet research and taught myself the
subject matter, and used a rhyming dictionary and a guitar to come up with the lyrics and music.
Recording the Music
I sent a demo recording to Walker, and he was impressed. So I set out to write more
music. I never thought I had the ability to write songs. But, when I realized that songs could be
an effective way of delivering academic material that had been forced out of the curriculum, the
songs kept rolling out. I would pick a topic that matched the academic history standards. For
example, to teach the California Gold Rush, I wrote Shining Gold.” To teach about the Dust
Bowl, I wrote Black Sunday. Ultimately I came up with enough songs for a CD, and Walker and
I booked a recording studio in Los Angeles. I hired an intellectual property attorney to copyright
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the material, and before the sessions began, I required all musicians to sign independent
contractor agreements stipulating I would be the sole owner of the recordings.
The musicians included members of The Tonight Show Orchestra, as well as B.B.
King’s, Robert Cray’s, and Slash’s bands. I named the CD, Tunes That Teach. The CD can be
found at the RockingTeacher.com-CD web location.
Catch 22
While the CD was being completed, I decided to take two years off from teaching and
focus on creating curriculum that matched the songs. My goal was to take the best elements of
the methods I had developed with my first grade class’ Kids Like Blues Band and refine them
into a “plug and play” product that all elementary teachers could use to integrate the arts into
their general education classrooms.
Having my own songs was only the first step in creating this curriculum. Just as with my
first grade class, I would need to bring the songs to students and see what they needed to fully
grasp the songs’ academic content. The magic of the Kids Like Blues Band involved creating
content that was an authentic response to kids’ natural curiosity and need for experiential,
participatory learning. They heard the songs, and we created content to help them learn core
academic subjects with research that explained the song’s background content, as well as
activities that enabled the kids to learn through Gardner’s multiple intelligences. None of our
methods and curriculum were made in isolation, so I knew I needed to recreate a classroom with
real kids. This presented me with a conundrum: after teaching for 16 straight years, I was on a
leave of absence, and didn’t have my own classroom. How could I create a new curriculum
without a class full of students?
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Trying to Recreate the Magic
Creating an authentic classroom that also served as a laboratory and proving ground
presented many challenges. To get kids to participate, I needed to advertise the program. I
decided I needed to make the program free. If I charged money, I’d likely end up working with a
group of students who had a degree of financial privilege. Over my teaching career, I’d attended
many professional development meetings, where the district would present new curricula it had
chosen for district teachers to use. Invariably, the curriculum companies demonstrated the
product’s use with a group of students. We teachers would snicker because the students were
extremely well behaved and not ethnically diverse and the demonstration group size was much
smaller than a regular classroom size. In short, the demonstration students did not look or act like
our students. I knew that if I wanted to create a product that teachers would accept and use, I’d
have to show it being used by a large, diversee group of student who represented students found
in less affluent communities. I wanted to be clear that I did not cherry pick or pay the
participating students. My goal was to have teachers who experienced a preview of my program
say, “That looks like my class; they look like they are learning a lot and having fun; maybe this
can work in my class!”
Next I created bilingual fliers advertising a free afterschool program that featured music.
I contacted the parents of my former students who had been involved in the Kids Like Blues
work. Many of the parents were eager to have their children participate. I also received a number
of calls from parents who had been attracted to the program through the fliers that I had posted in
a variety of communities of families of different ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds.
Although I speak a fair amount of Spanish, I am not fluent. So, I recruited my wife, who
is from Mexico and fluent in Spanish to field phone calls from Spanish speaking parents. Parents
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were informed that the program was free, with the only requirement being that they would have
to sign a media release agreeing to have their child’s participation documented. Documenting
student’s use of my new curriculum would enable me to create authentic “how to” videos of
students using the program. To that end, I rekindled a working relationship with the video editor
who had filmed and co produced the Kids Like Blues videos.
The program needed a name, and after several iterations, I hired an intellectual property
attorney , trademarked a name and logo for myself, and developed a brand name and website
named Jon Schwartz The Rockin’ Teacher. I owned all the material I created, and planned to
distribute it on a sliding scale to schools through a nonprofit that I established, Rockademix.org.
At first, the afterschool class met in my garage. It soon became apparent that we needed a
bigger place. Plus, my garage did not look or function like a classroom. So, I rented out a room
at a local church. I hired a bookkeeper who helped me buy the required insurance. While we met
at the church, I searched for a large space. Ultimately I found a space in a business park,
obtained the necessary permits, and turned the office into a classroom, desks, overhead projector
and screen, whiteboards, basic student supplies (e.g., notebooks, pens, paper, computers), an area
where we could create and hone our dance moves, and a meeting area for parents,
At first, our class was comprised of students ages seven through nine. But it soon
expanded to include younger and older students, ages five through eleven. This meant I had in
one classroom, students in grades Kindergarten through fifth grade. Several of the students were
still learning to speak English, and two of the students were still learning phonics. This presented
another set of challenges. How could I create and differentiate content that met the all of these
students needs at same time? I needed to solve this problem quickly or students would lose
interest and parents would stop brining them. Even though the program was free, it was not easy
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for the parents and their children to attend, For some, it was a 20-minute drive to and from the
classroom. Plus, we met twice a week from 6 to 8 in the evening, which tied families us for an
entire evening after a full day of school for children and work for their parents.
Even though we had four hours of class per week, students did not seem to be learning
the songs’ content. One reason for this was that, at first, I use the teaching methods I had used in
my first graders (i.e., introducing the song, displaying the text on the overhead projector, having
students find images from the internet that explained and illustrated the songs). This worked for
my first graders. But the diverse group of students in this afterschool program had no patience
for this. They did not want to spend time finding images on Google when they could be at home
eating dinner and getting ready for bed. A couple of boring classes like this could result in kids
leaving the program.
This made me realize that this curriculum had to be developed to the point that all of the
materials were ready to use by a teacher with little or no training. All the reading, visual art,
dance, writing, history, math, science, and singing needed to be infused into the academic
materials to make the arts integration easy. The materials would need to be created in a
standardized recipe that was replicable for every song. The recipe came to include books,
karaoke, dance moves, how to draw art videos, all in digital format.
Creating the Rockin’ Teacher Books
The first songs I brought to the students were those on my CD, Tunes that Teach. Most of
them were written to teach history. As with the Kids Like Blues Band, I needed to provide the
imagery that would teach the background information referred to in the songs. The following
story illustrates how challenging preparing to teach subjects such as the U.S. constitution can be
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due to the absence of appropriate imagery and the range of students’ ages and background
knowledge.
One song I wrote, The Constitution Song, referred to the conflict between the British and
the original 13 American colonies. I bought a map of the United States as a teaching tool. When I
presented it to the students, I said, “Don’t forget, in 1776, most of this land wasn’t broken down
into states yet. So you’ll have to imagine that many of the lines you see dividing up the states
didn’t exist.” Older students understood, but one five year old raised her hand and asked, “What
was there, China?”
That night, after class, I searched for maps showing only the 13 colonies. Most didn’t
illustrate the point I wanted to teach, and even if they did, they were copyrighted material. To
solve this problem, I struck up a relationship with a Ph.D. historian to get the correct information
for the map, adapted the information to the needs of the students in my class, and hired an artist
to create the map. Soon, I’d created an entire book of images and text. However, text alone was
not engaging enough. So, I decided to create picture books that illustrated each line of the song.
These enabled me to teach the material embedded in the song to all of my Kindergarten through
fifth grade students.
The artist I hired to draw the illustrations was perfect for the job. His background
knowledge of U.S. history mirrored that of my students. He grew up and lived in Mexico and,
therefore had limited knowledge of U.S. history. In effect, I had to teach him what I was teaching
my students. This actually improved the quality of the material, because he had questions that I
had to answer for him to correctly draw the illustrations. I had to use my knowledge, the content
in my song, and the information I got from the historian to come up with page mock-ups, which I
created in Photoshop. Each page in the book involved a back and forth collaboration between
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myself and the artist. These custom picture books became one of the key to the success of to the
Rockin’ Teacher Curriculum.
Creating the Rockin’ Teacher Dance Moves
I wanted to have students create dance moves for my songs, just as we had with the Kids
Like Blues Band. Dance moves help all students learn the content through movement and
especially appeal to kinesthetic learners. Unlike my first graders in the Kids Like Blues Band, the
afterschool program students varied in age from five to 11 years of age. My former first grade
students had been able to devise dance moves that worked for everyone in their class, partly
because six year olds, in my experience, tend to be less focused than older students on being
“cool” and impressing their peers. Some of the members of my afterschool class were in fifth
grade. So, coming up with moves that appealed to students from kindergarten to fifth grade was a
challenge.
To solve this dance move challenge, I had the students gather the chairs in a circle and
use the consensus decision-making process to generate dance moves for each song. I provided
sentence starters so students felt free to share their ideas and acknowledge their peers’
contributions in an atmosphere of respect. One such sentence starter was, “I like your idea, and
here is another way we might do it.” Students of all ages participated and worked together to
come up with dance moves accepted by all students. To add to their ideas, I brought to the circle
occupational therapists and dancers who offered tips for how to modify the moves so they could
be performed by students who might have motor planning or execution challenges or who had
identified physical disabilities.
Once we settled upon dance moves, I hired a woman specializing in choreography and
dance to take the moves and perform them flawlessly on video. Then I synced up the song to her
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moves. Having the dance moves recorded professionally on video allowed students to follow the
videos anywhere they were shown. This proved to be hugely helpful, as all I needed to do to help
kids learn a move was press the play button and stand back and watch them imitate the flawless
model. Now we had solved one of the goals of making the curriculum teacher friendly; namely,
removing the need for teachers to have training or skill in creating and performing the visual and
performing arts. Any teacher – a shy teacher, a teacher with mobility challenges - could teach
students the material through movement. The dance moves on DVD turned out to be another
vital element in my Rockin’ Teacher Curriculum.
Creating the Rockin’ Teacher “How to Draw” Art Videos
The arts integration methods used in my former first grade classroom and the Kids Like
Blues Band included teacher-directed visual art lessons for subjects related to the topic of the
songs. To help students learn the academic content embedded in the song by accessing their
visual and fine motor skills, we found images related to each song’s content and then created
drawings of these images. For example, in Chuck Berry’s Promised Land, one phrase is
“straddled that greyhound.” Most students didn’t know what a Greyhound bus was. And they had
little idea of what a Greyhound bus looked like in the 1950’s when Berry wrote the song. In
addition, because of their young age and the fact that many were learning English, many did not
understand that Berry was using figurative language in the phrase.
To aid students’ comprehension, we found a picture of B.B. King’s 1950’s touring bus
and reconstructed it through a teacher-directed art activity. I lacked basic art skills, so I used our
LCD projector to project the image students were drawing directly onto the whiteboard. Using
my Photoshop skills, I reduced the image to a blackline master. Next, I distributed standard 8.5inch by 11-inch printer paper and asked the students to simply do their best work. I made it clear
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students would give and receive only praise from one another and myself. I then oriented
students to how to hold their paper, explicitly explaining the meaning of vertical and horizontal.
After that, I distributed the pencils and crayons needed to draw black lines and color in the bus
drawings. I purposely designed the task so that students only needed simple supplies commonly
found in any classroom. I kept the colors down to a few basic prime colors.
Next I modeled tracing. I told students to follow my hand, and I slowly traced the
drawing in very small steps. I drew a small section and then looked around to make sure each
student was ready to proceed to the next step. I told the students to tell me to stop if I went too
fast. Once we completed the blacklines, I modeled how to color inside the lines.
Throughout the process, I offered praise. I highlighted student work, regardless of what
the drawing looked like, so everyone felt appreciated. To take the positive input a step further,
while the students were working, I went to each student’s portfolio work file and got out and the
student previous drawings, pointing out their growth. This seemed to spark among students a
tremendous feeling of pride and enabled me to identify and focus my encouragement and support
on students who were struggling. Invariably, students would say “Mr. Schwartz, look at mine,
what do you think?” I offered each and every one the same humorous comment, “That’s
amazing, it’s better than all the rest, just don’t tell them I said so!” This made the students laugh,
helped them realize that no one would receive special treatment, and enabled them to focus on
the activity as one for personal satisfaction rather than one needing approval from others.
Using this visual art process with my afterschool class, I realized that by using Photoshop
to create blackline masters of the images embedded in my songs required a skill set that many
elementary teachers did not possess. I needed to figure out a way that any teacher could perform
this activity, without needing graphic design skills.
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I decided to standardize the process using the video method I used with the dance moves.
Teachers would only need to play the video to guide students through a drawing activity.
To do this, I hired my book illustrator to create drawings depicting essential elements of
the songs and an animator to create How To Draw Art videos, which I produced. For the videos,
I wrote and recorded a narration that led the students through every step that I had done with my
first grade classroom, from teaching the students how to orient their papers horizontally to
describing the materials needed and providing a preview of each step.
I directed the animator to recreate all of the steps and send me the prototype videos. I
tested these with the students in the afterschool program. Based upon their reactions to the
prototypes, I made adjustments in the timing of the steps and the complexity of the drawings.
Each song ended up having a set of at least four How to Draw Art videos.
The videos were so easy to use that I had the Kindergarten students in the afterschool
program responsible for running the videos. All they had to do was stop and start the video by
pressing the spacebar on a computer hooked up to the LCD projector. These videos eliminated
the need for the teacher to do any drawing on the board and freed the teacher to circulate among
the students to provide encouragement and check one their use of fine motor skills. These student
work that resulted from the guided drawing, yielded work sample progress data that could be
shared with anyone - parents in parent-teacher conferences, with school faculty, with specialist
such as physical and occupational therapists, and members of the Individual Education Program
planning team for a student eligible for special education.
Now the curriculum was nearing full development. The songs had the academic content,
the line-by-line picture books explained the meaning of the song’s text through imagery, dance
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moves created with student input helped students learn through kinesthetic activities, and visual
art activities accessed their visual learning and fine motor skills.
Creating the Rockin’ Teacher Karaoke Videos
With songs, dance moves, how to draw art activities, and line-by-line picture books
illustrating the meaning of each song, my Rockin’ Teacher Curriculum wove together many
disciplines to produce an easy to use arts integration system. My students in the free afterschool
program were learning the material quickly, and most were enjoying it so much that they chose
to attend the two-hour classes twice. The components I had developed thus far made curriculum
implementation easy. But I still wanted to make some improvements.
With the Kids Like Blues Band project, my first graders made major gains in reading. The
regular practice of the same words of the songs over a prescribed speed of a song, allowed the
songs served as the text for developing fluency, intonation, and pacing. This worked well with
my first grade class, because the students were close in age and reading levels.
In contrast, my afterschool class had students in grade levels with reading levels spanning
six grades (i.e., Kindergarten through fifth grade). Hoping to replicate the reading gains achieved
in my first grade class, I had my afterschool students engage in the same song reading activities
as my first graders. I quickly noticed a pattern, whereby beginning readers (often younger
students) lost their place in the text, and advanced readers students got bored when we repeated
or slowed down the songs to help their less able peers. In addition, pointing and tracking to
words on paper wasn’t something that the students wanted to do after a full day at school. If I
wanted other teachers to buy into this program, I had to make the reading component fun, and
different from the other ways they taught reading in class. How might I do this?
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It occurred to me that karaoke might be the answer. After all, after a full day’s work,
adults paid money to go to karaoke bars. Why not apply the karaoke method to teach kids how to
sing songs and develop reading skills?
I analyzed karaoke and found that it could provide some of the things that students
needed. First, having the words change color was like having twenty teaching assistants pointing
to the words for each students; each student would know exactly where they had to be in the text
of the song. Second, looking at a dynamic screen is a preferred activity for many children. So
delivering the text in a format that appealed to kids might increase engagement. Third, I could
modify the karaoke to keep the singing in the song, so the kids could follow along and not feel
embarrassed by sticking out or hearing the sound of their own voice. This would help students
not only follow along, but also reduce their anxiety. Karaoke was the exact opposite of
traditional teaching, where teachers called on individual students to read passages by themselves
to the class. This modified karaoke could be the perfect reading tool for beginning readers and
second language learners!
I started by having my animator create karaoke videos of my songs. I then brought in
prototypes to test with my students. The students loved it, especially when I gave a student a
ruler to point to the words as they turned color. It was so fun and easy to do that I could have the
youngest students operating the karaoke videos. All they needed to do was press play with the
spacebar. They would turn the video on, and another student would point to the words that lit up.
When I asked for volunteers, everyone’s hand shot up! I also put the karaoke videos onto the
desktop computers at the outer edges of the classroom and found that the kids loved following
along. Headphone jack splitters allowed two to listen at the same time.
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The karaoke videos solved technical problems and seems to be teaching the academic
content. Even some Kindergartners were learning and could explain the academic content of the
songs. In an interview with a parent of our youngest students, the mother shared “My daughter
called her great grandmother and explained the writing of the Constitution to her. That, to me,
was so exciting!”
Still, even with the words being highlighted, even the little girl who called her
grandmother had trouble following along, given the speed of the karaoke songs. I should have
realized that would happen; all of the songs I had written required at least a second grade
decoding skills. In an attempt to make the song accessible to students of varying reading
abilities, I recorded two slower versions of the song in my home studio at two different speeds.
One version reduced the speed to allow for a choppier word-by-word articulation. A second
version reduced the speed even further to allow for syllable-by-syllable articulation.
Even with the slowest version of the karaoke, some of the beginning readers in the class
still had difficulty following along. I should have expected this. Though my years of experience
teaching first grade, I knew that students who are just learning letter sounds cannot be expected
to follow slowly-read syllables. Syllabication requires phonics and blending, and these songs
would never completely work for students at this skill level.
This point was hammered home to me one night when that same little girl who had
excitedly told her great grandmother about the writing of the Constitution and who loved the
dancing, singing, and art activities left early. I called her mother at the end of class and asked her
if everything was OK. She said that her daughter had felt embarrassed that she was still having
difficulty following along. The data was clear; I needed to create songs that specifically catered
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to beginning readers. I needed one for students learning letter sounds and another for students
learning short vowel sounds.
Once I resigned myself to the fact that the songs on the Tunes That Teach CD might not be
a good match for many Kindergarten and first grade students, I decided that I was now free to
leave the rhythm and blues genre. At this same time, I was contacted by the music director of
Ross Elementary in Topeka, Kansas. This public school had a highly diverse student population
with many English learners and a high percentage of students receiving free and reduced
lunches. Ross was just down the street from the school that had been the subject of the Brown
vs. Board of Education case in 1954, in which segregation was declared unconstitutional. The
music director said that she was eager to use the curriculum I had created. I visited the campus
and we signed a school license agreement. The school needed a K-5 curriculum, so I needed to
quickly create the material for young students and students with reading difficulties (e.g.,
students eligible for special education) who were still learning letter sounds and short vowel
sounds.
Tapping Into Heavy Metal: Forging Phonics – Metal Works!
Many people think of heavy metal music as a puerile concoction of feckless rhymes
played at ear splitting volumes, with the sole purpose of helping devotees play out their bellicose
childhood fantasies. My experience with metal music was limited, but I do remember being
struck with a particular strain of the genre that had unusually simple lyrics barked in staccato
fashion. Now that I was looking to write new songs to teach beginning readers, it occurred to me
that this subgenre of metal music might be the perfect tool to help teach the ABCs and basic
reading skills. Metal might be the gateway to making phonics fun and taking the pressure off of
teaching and learning reading in primary grades.
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I taught first grade for many years in California public schools in underserved
communities with high numbers of students learning English as well as the curriculum. Many
students had little academic support at home, and most arrived in our classes well below grade
level. For them and the teachers tasked to bring them up to grade level reading instruction could
be stressful. Teachers were pressured to catch up to schools in more affluent neighborhoods that
had higher standardized test scores. As a result, teachers like myself were laser focused on
teaching reading, often at the expense of everything else except basic arithmetic. For the most
part, the reading material we were provided with made the process seemed forced and joyless.
The books and district-mandated teaching methods created an atmosphere where teachers and
students felt like they were playing a high stakes game of catch up.
A typical start of the year would operate as follows. The first week was spend assessing
each student for letter sounds, phonemic awareness, decoding skills, and sight vocabulary. The
majority of the next three months involved trying to bring all students up to grade level. Students
at that point in time were expected to read sight words such as “the” and “and.” They were also
expected to be able to read three-letter words with a short vowel sound in the middle and
conforming to the “consonant-vowel-consonant” (CVC) formula (e.g., cat, bat, sat, big, dog,
beg). While the class worked independently (to the extent that non-readers can do), teachers
would meet with each student and gather data on students’ reading levels using lists of letters,
leveled books, and reading passages (that gauged fluency).
If students were able to recognize sight words or decode CVC words, we would present
them with district-provided books with titles like “Cat is Fat” that had one to three words per
page with matching illustrations. The materials were uninspired and many teachers and students
loathed them. True, if one is limited to CVC words, it’s not easy to write engaging material. But,
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maybe, there was a way to make beginning learning material fun. Could I make Cat-Bat-Sat
cool?
In my first grade class, we used complex songs in our Kids Like Blues Band project. At a
minimum, songs required at least a mid-first grade reading level. The songs I recorded with
Dennis Walker in Los Angeles for the Tunes That Teach CD were of the same vein. With
scaffolding, repetition, and cues brought on by related art, movement, and singing, students
could learn to read and comprehend the songs, even if the song’s content was above their reading
level.
In contrast, the songs I needed to create had to meet the needs of the teachers and
students at the start of the first grade year, a time when students build their knowledge of sight
words such as “I” and “he” and “you,” and starting learning to read CVC words. The
Kindergartners in my after school class had shown me that students at that grade level needed a
song that matched their current level.
Although I am not a dedicated heavy metal fan, I listened to enough of it to recognize the
way the lyrics are often structured to be delivered in staccato rhythm. The rhythm and blues
songs I had previously written often were complex. Many were recorded at 120 beats per minute
with 300 words sung at varying points between each musical measure, making the songs difficult
to follow. To compound this difficulty, some of the songs had fewer than five percent of the
words being CVC words. To teach kids at a beginning first grade level, I needed a song that had
a high number of CVC words sung at a slower and more predictable pace. The words needed to
be so entertaining that they disguised the fact that the song was written as tool for instructing
reading.
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I had heard heavy metal songs that had far fewer words than the rhythm and blues songs I
had written. The words in these metal songs were sung in a way that resembles the same
predictable meter and cadence that students use when they are pointing and tracking beginning
CVC books. If a metal song was written down on a piece of paper, the student could point and
track the words with a high level of accuracy because they were sung in staccato fashion, clearly
separated in the song, with an equal amount of time between each word. In addition, some of
these songs had simple musical arrangements and relied on a thumping cadence. If I took this
approach and applied it to writing a song with CVC words, the thumping cadence could serve as
a forceful and hard to ignore guide to keep the students on track. The music could act like a
reading teacher without the need to have the teacher physically place the student’s hand on each
word and finger on each letter.
To create the song, I made a word bank of commonly used sight words and CVC words.
The song I would write would need to have a high percentage of these words. If there were many
words that didn’t stick to these two groups, teachers would not find the song and the matching
picture book with text a useful tool to teach beginning readers.
Creating the Metal Song, “Big Dogs Beg”
In my home studio, using words from the word bank I created, I composed a rhyming
metal spoof poem and song entitled, Big Dogs Beg. To make it cool and fun, I sang the words in
the same bombastic tone that typified some songs in the metal genre. I have a pretty sophomoric
sense of humor and could barely stop myself from laughing between vocal takes, so I figured the
song might be a hit with young kids. If nothing else, it would work just as well as the boring
material teachers were given to use with their beginning readers.
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I sent the demo of the song to guitarist and engineer Alan Mirikitani, who had coproduced my Tunes That Teach CD with three-time Grammy Award winner Dennis Walker.
Walker was a straight bluesman. He had worked with B.B. King and written Robert Cray’s
biggest hits. In contrast, Mirikitani was a jack of all trades. He worked with the famous rock
guitarist, Slash, and could play anything. When I sent him the demo, he thought it was hilarious
and recommended that we record it professionally at his Los Angeles studio. Mirikitani had
played and recorded with professional metal musicians in the past. So, during the recording of
the vocal track, he encouraged me to adopt a faux-menacing tone in my vocals so I could
“channel my inner demon.”
The song was fun, but to be instructional, it had to work in the classroom. I sent it to my
first client, the music director at Ross Elementary in Topeka, Kansas, and she said her first grade
students would love it. With the song done, I had to create the other materials that made up the
recipe for my Rockin’ Teacher curriculum, including a picture book with line by line
illustrations, dance moves on video, “how to draw” art videos, and karaoke videos.
Creating the Picture Book for the Song, “Big Dogs, Beg”
With Big Dogs Beg, I had a hilariously engaging metal spoof song that could be used to
teach phonics, short vowel sounds, CVC words, and sight words. Following my Rockin’ Teacher
recipe, the next step required creating a picture book to illustrate each line of the book. The song
was deliberately “over the top,” and the art had to match. I wanted the book to be the antidote to
the bland books that teachers and students had been using for assessments and reading for
pleasure. Big Dogs Beg would replace Cat Bat Sat.
I had a limited budget, so instead of contacting more expensive established artists, I
found a website where up and coming artists listed their portfolios. I posted an advertisement for
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a job and announced that I was in search of an artist that could draw wild and funny drawings.
In the post, I included pictures of the types of creatures (e.g., dogs, cats, hens, bugs) in Big Dogs
Beg that purposely been included for their CVC and short vowel patterns. I told the auditioning
artists to take the funny looks of the animals in the pictures and triple the intensity and humor in
order to match the mood of the Big Dogs Beg recording.
Finding the right artist took longer than I had expected. Artists typically don’t make a
living drawing the art I was seeking, and most artist portfolios feature more conventional and
marketable art. I provided auditioning artists with a portion of the song, gave them the first line
of the song, (i.e., Cats run fast in the sun), and explained that the book would teach beginning
reading skills to primary-aged students. The art needed to be incredibly engaging.
Most of the artists sent work that was too formulaic and tame. I finally found an artist
from India named Biplov Borat who was able to realize my vision. I sent him one line of the
song at a time, The song is really a rhyming poem, so each line of the poem needed its own page
and drawing. I would create rough mockups of what I wanted Photoshop, the digital art program
I use. Then we would collaborate online until the drawings were “just right.”
I sent the final product to graphic designer and digital content curator, Judy Walker, and
she turned the pages of the book into a single file that was ready to send to the printer. I then sent
the book to my intellectual property attorney who registered the works with the U.S. Copyright
Office.
Creating the Dance Moves for the Song, “Big Dogs Beg”
By the time I’d written Big Dogs Beg, my free afterschool program had been running for
five months. Our weekly evening meetings at my rented space served as a curriculum laboratory,
where I gathered anecdotal data based upon my students needs, desires, and reactions to the
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material I was creating. In fact, Big Dogs Beg had been written to meet the needs of the
kindergarten and first grade members of this class who had trouble following along with the
more complex songs on my Tunes That Teach CD.
Years before, my first grade students in the Kids Like Blues Band had created their own
dance moves to the classic rhythm and blues songs we used. In this afterschool class, we had
arrived at a method of collaborating to create dance moves. By the time I wrote Big Dogs Beg, I
understood the types of moves the kids enjoyed, and had been in regular consultations with a
choreographer and an occupational therapist with whom I had worked the school district. Both
had visited my afterschool class and understood the needs of my program. We took what I
learned from the students in our afterschool class and planned to collaborate to make the Big
Dogs Beg dance moves.
First, I sent the song and lyrics to the choreographer and occupational therapist. We
concluded that the moves for Big Dogs Beg needed to differ in several ways from the moves
created for the songs I had written for second through fifth graders.
The moves for the older students were complex and required speed, coordination, and
balance. For example, the songs on my Tunes That Teach CD that was written for second
through fifth graders had 200 to 300 words and many were sung at 120 beats per minute. The
accompanying moves required students to make rapid and complex movements. The rate at
which the song was sung and the number of the words required constant switching and readying
themselves for the next move. In addition, the songs contained a lot of figurative language and
references to complex scientific, historical, or mathematical information that younger students
knew little about. The moves created for these songs were also symbolized the inferred meaning
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hidden in the figurative language of the complex lyrics. For example, the lyrics of the first stanza
in my song Apollo 13 play at 125 beats per minute and read:
It’s a far out ferry it’s a souped up plane
Cosmic cowboys on a space bound train
Liquid filled fuel tanks pushing sixty tons
A quarter million miles from the third stone from the sun
The seventh man mission flying to the moon
Sent to see a crater in a rocketship cocoon
Each one of the lines had two to three movements, with different parts of the body
moving independently. The moves progressed from one to another quickly as they conveyed,
symbolized, and synthesized complex academic information. The moves required students to
connect movement to advanced academic content standards in math, science, and language arts.
In contrast, the moves for Big Dogs Beg needed to be simple and enable young students
to follow along and experience success quickly. Having fewer words and having the words sung
at a slower pace would enabled students to focus on each phrase.
Big Dogs Beg was written to be played at a 100 beat-per-minute pace. The song is less
complex, contains few words, and requires almost no explanation. Consider the lyrics:
Cats run fast in the sun
Bugs hop and jump for fun
Pets that run in mud get wet
Big dogs beg to be fed
The occupational therapist and choreographer knew much more about the science of
movement and age-appropriate coordination than I. They said that the Big Dogs Beg dance
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moves song would need simple and familiar gross motor movements, where the arms, legs,
trunk, chest, feet, and head moved in easy-to-follow movements that kids often practiced, such as
jumping or making slow jogging movements. When the movements for the lyrics for “Cats run
fast in the sun” were designed, the moves only required students to make cat ears with their
hands on their heads and make slow, exaggerated marching movements.
Once the choreographer came up with her ideas for moves, we met and I suggested
changes. I then played a rough video draft to the kids in the afterschool class. Until Big Dogs
Beg, kindergarteners and first graders had been trying to follow the complex moves of the songs
on the Tunes That Teach CD. Although they enjoyed them and were able to master the moves
over time, when I showed the simpler Big Dogs Beg dance moves, they seemed relieved. With
moves and words were delivered at a pace that was easier for them to follow, they seemed to
fully immerse themselves in the characters in the song. Without planning it, because all of the
lyrics I wrote were about animals and creatures (e.g., bugs, dogs, cats) and all of the moves were
literal interpretations of what one would expect that animal to do, kids seemed to be able to
easily assume the role of the characters. The kindergarteners and first graders lost themselves in
the dance moves shown on the video screen. The movements and song seemed to bring the
words to life for the kids.
Since the moves were slower and involved exaggerated whole body gestures, I thought
the older students would scoff at them. But they started chuckling and grinning, and participated
enthusiastically with their younger peers The class included a diverse cross section of students of
different ethnicities, socioeconomic backgrounds, sizes, and ages. They all smiled and had fun
following the moves on the screen. Pressing play on the video and watching them stomp and
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sway to the heavy metal music reminded me of the line “Let the Wild Rumpus Start” in Maurice
Sendak’s classic book, Where the Wild Things Are.
It seemed we made Cat Bat Sat cool, after all, to the point where even big kids bought
into the fun. But teachers wouldn’t use the material if it failed to go beyond fun. First grade
teachers are under pressure to bring 100% of their students up to grade level, so the material had
to make their jobs easier. I needed another ingredient of the Rockin’ Teacher recipe. Now that I
had the song, picture book, and dance moves, I needed to create the karaoke videos to reinforce
student reading skills.
Creating the Karaoke for the Song, “Big Dogs Beg”
Since Big Dogs Beg was meant to provide first grade teachers with an engaging tool to
teach CVC words with short vowel sounds, I tried to stuff as many CVC words into the song as
possible. Of the 195 words in Big Dogs Beg, thirty three percent were CVC words. In contrast,
only four percent of the words in the second grade song were CVC words. The slower pace,
combined with the simpler words made the karaoke for Big Dogs Beg easy to create.
I sent the text of the song and the music to the animator and he created a karaoke video
where each word of the song turned red when the word was sung in the song. It was easier for
him to make the words turn red at the precise point at which they were sung, because words were
sung in staccato, allowing for clear breaks between each word. It was easy for students to locate
the words on the screen when they looked at the karaoke for the same reason.
Next I brought the karaoke into the after school program and played it for kindergarten
and first grade students using my computer which was attached to an LCD projector that
displayed the video on the white projector screen. On contrast to the second grade song, the
students were able to track along and point to the words with a much higher degree of accuracy.
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In terms of word complexity and speed, the song and karaoke tool seemed to meet them right at
the zone between what they can and cannot do without help, what Vygotsky termed the “zone of
proximal development.”
The point of the Rockin’ Teacher Curriculum was to provide teachers with a fun and easy
way to teach reading. This karaoke video freed the teacher from tracking and pointing to each
word on a blackboard in front of the whole class. Plus, students could enjoy a dynamic video
where they could follow the changing colors of the words, which could be more fun than reading
from words on a blackboard.
As I watched my students follow the words light up, I realized that, by freeing teachers
up from having to point and track, the karaoke videos enabled teachers to devote their energies to
observing, listening to, and assessing each student’s pronunciation of each word. This was a
luxury I had never had. I had been teaching for many years. But, because I had been looking at
the words I was pointing to, I had never been able to watch students’ mouths physically sound
out the words. The ability to focus on the students’ faces enabled me to better realize how certain
students’ mouths moved with more fluidity than others. Watching how students use their mouths
to progress through text is an important reading assessment tool. It helps teachers identify
students who might have speech and language issues, similar to how a doctor asks patients to
touch their nose to gather coordination data. It occurred to me that by watching students move
their mouths as they read and sang grade-level words, I was able to gather assessment data for
each student portfolio that I had never before been able to gather. Speech and language therapists
could use this as a tool to evaluate students. This assessment data also could be shared at parentteacher conference, in Student Study Team problem-solving meetings, and Individual Education
Program meetings for students eligible for special education.
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As I finished up the final production of the karaoke videos with my animator, I received a
call from the music director at the school in Topeka. She wanted to know when I could come and
present the materials to her staff. I was almost ready to do so, but still needed to create the How
to Draw Art Videos that connect the song with art activities that help students visually absorb the
material.
Creating the “How to Draw Art” Videos for the Song, “Big Dogs Beg”
When I first started matching songs to visual art activities with my first grade class and
the Kids Like Blues Band work, I used Photoshop to create blackline masters of photographs
related to the Chuck Berry and Johnny Cash songs that were using to teach academics. For
example, we used a photograph of an old Greyhound bus to illustrate a line in Chuck Berry’s
Promised Land that read “Straddled that Greyhound”. Drawing the bus helped me teach the kids
that Berry’s lyric was an example of figurative language. Using my LCD projector connected to
my computer, I projected the blackline image on the photograph onto the whiteboard. I then
passed out paper and pencils, and the students followed along on their paper, slowly tracing the
lines of the blackline image, step by step. They then colored in the image.
Because students’ drawings were influenced by their unique perceptions of what they saw
on the board and the level of sophistication of their fine motor skills in transferring visual
perceptions into a drawing, each student produced a unique piece of work. Students loved this
activity, and it thrilled me to be able to see each student’s individual artistic vision, personality,
and abilities come to fruition on paper. Because the art was related to the song, by participating
in an artistic activity that provided each student with an opportunity to express themselves, this
art activity helped them learn the words and academic content of the song.
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I wanted first grade teachers to be able to enjoy the benefits of these activities in their
classrooms, but did not want them to to have to spend time finding photographs related to a song,
even if the song was about dogs, cats, and pets. Moreover, not all first grade teachers use
Photoshop. I had to take the work out of the activity and make it easy for teachers to use. To do
this, I had an animator create a narrated, step-by-step instructional art video. All students needed
was a pen, pencil, and crayons. The art was related to the songs, and the art was drawn in a slow
and easy-to-follow, step-by-step process. All the teacher had to do was press play and
periodically stop when the students needed to catch up to the pencil that was shown creating the
lines in the video. The students could enjoy watching the hand move and be challenged to match
the lines drawn by the pencil in the animation. To make the activity even more fun, the teacher
could allow a student to stop and start the video when students needed to have the video paused.
As already mentioned, until I wrote Big Dogs Beg, all of the songs I had written for the
Rockin’ Teacher Curriculum had been at a second grade or higher level. I had commissioned an
artist to draw fairly complex illustrations to match these fairly complex songs. The younger
students in my free afterschool class were frustrated when they were asked to draw complex art
that matched the books of the older grades. For Big Dogs Beg, I needed to have an artist to create
art that matched the more basic content of this book. The art needed to be simple and depict the
familiar and easily recognizable characters in the book, including dogs, cats, and hens. It had to
be simple enough so that younger children could follow the How to Draw Art videos and feel a
sense of satisfaction at being able to create something they saw on the screen.
How To Draw Art videos, even the simple ones, are more difficult to execute than the art
young children are typically asked to draw. For example, students in first grade often are given
coloring sheets, and the only thing they need to do is pick a crayon and draw or color between
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the lines. My art videos required more skill, patience, and coordination. Given a pencil, paper,
and crayons, they needed to follow a pencil drawing a figure in the video projected on a screen
located at the front of the room. My art videos might be the first time a student was asked, or
given the opportunity, to draw something that required more coordination and creativity than
they needed to color “color-by-number “ art worksheets. These How to Draw Art videos needed
to be a measured and gentle introduction to original student-created art.
To create the art videos to accompany Big Dogs Beg, I paid an artist to create very basic
drawings of the characters in the book. I then sent the drawings to the animator, and directed him
to create videos such as How To Draw a Cat and How To Draw a Dog.
The Rest of the Story:
Delivering “Big Dogs Beg” and the Entire Rockin’ Teacher Curriculum
To make the Rockin’ Teacher Curriculum available to any student or teacher user, I
decided to make all of the material available online. I created a website to deliver it to schools,
and called the website Rockademix, the name of the nonprofit I had formed to deliver the Rockin’
Teacher Curriculum to schools.
Making the materials available online involved a number of steps. First, I created a
password-protected school portal on the Rockademix website. Schools that used the curriculum
were given passwords that gave them access to the materials for each grade. Once inside the
school portal, teachers clicked on the grade level they desired to access and saw a menu of the
elements of the Rockin’ Teacher recipe. If they clicked on the song, the song would play. If they
clicked on the song lyrics, they could view the text or download a PDF of the song’s text to view
as a class projected on screen or print out as copies for each student. If they clicked on karaoke, a
video screen would pop up in their browser and the karaoke video would play. Clicking on the
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How To Draw Art videos and dance moves enabled them to stream the video of the art or dance
moves that accompanied the grade-level song. At Ross Elementary in Kansas, I trained the staff
to use the Rockin’ Teacher Curriculum materials online. I also trained staff at schools in San
Diego County. For staff of schools in other parts of California, I provided training via video and
telephone conferences.
Making the books available online proved to be the most difficult step. I converted every
book into a PDF document, and uploaded it to an online hosting platform. When teachers clicked
on the books, they would be linked to the site that hosted the books. The books appeared on the
computer screen, and pages turned by clicking a mouse. It was exciting because the program
made the page appear to actually turn, and a sound was emitted that sounded like a real book
page turning. The teacher could project the entire book, page by page, on the class LCD
projector, and could perform a host of different reading activities, including (a) reading the book
to the class; (b) engage in guided reading, with students reading aloud simultaneously; and (c)
asking students to read portions of the book aloud.
When I performed the teacher inservice training at Ross Elementary in Topeka, the
students were given the passwords to the school portals and were able to access all of the
materials. The school had been awarded a grant that enabling the school to purchase an iPad for
every student. So, every student could login and access the books, karaoke, art activities, and
dance moves at their seats. This allowed students to read the books at their own pace.
Going Commercial
The Rockin’ Teacher Curriculum was finally complete and running, and some schools
and teachers were using it. Ross Elementary was the only school that was paying for a school
license and implementing it on a K-5 level; other schools were using parts of the program on a
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free trial basis. The music director at Ross Elementary and I drafted a contract allowing me to
document the school’s use of my curriculum and use the footage for promotional purposes. Once
she got approval and the contract was signed, Ross Elementary allowed me to interview staff
members and get video footage of teachers and students using the materials. My video editor and
I created a promotional video about my curriculum and the video was shared on my website.
Having the material online required me to purchase enough bandwidth and power on the
website so that schools could stream and play the content without lags and delays. When teachers
or schools informed me that they were having trouble with the website, my webmaster was able
to troubleshoot the technical problems so the schools could receive uninterrupted service.
Although creating all of the materials for the Rockademix materials took years of my time and a
substantial amount of money, now being online, the curriculum could be offered to schools at
little cost. I was satisfied with the product.
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Chapter 4
Results

The Rockin’ Teacher Curriculum, which can be previewed at RockingTeacher.comConstitution-curriculum, is a K-5 arts integration teaching tool that uses visual and performing
arts activities including music, dance, and visual art to help kids learn core academic skills. The
curriculum enables all teachers, regardless of training, to integrate the visual and performing arts
into their classrooms with materials that makes learning and teaching fun. Each grade receives a
song-based learning module that teaches specific academic skills such as literacy, science, math,
and social studies. The first grade Big Dogs Beg learning module is based upon the heavy metal
spoof song Big Dogs Beg and teaches beginning \reading skills. The module includes the song
lyrics, a music CD with the song, a picture book, dance moves, and How to Draw art videos on a
DVD. These components are outlined and described below, and displayed in the Appendices A
though D.
In Appendix A, Figure 1 displays the lyrics to the song Big Dogs Beg. Figure 2 displays
an illustration of the same lyrics as they are shown in the book, where the text is displayed on top
of an image of a rock and roll stage. The song uses “over the top” humor and a heavy metal style
to teach beginning reading skills, such as sight word recognition and reading of three-letter
words with a short vowel sound in the middle conforming to the “consonant-vowel-consonant”
(CVC) formula (e.g., cat, bat, sat, big, dog, beg). Of the 195 words in Big Dogs Beg, thirty three
percent are CVC words. The song and melody play along at a slow, marching, and predictable
pace that enables students to track and point to the words with a high degree of accuracy. The
words of the song depict characters (e.g., cats, dogs, pets) and actions (e.g., hop, run, beg) that
are familiar to young children.
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Appendix B displays the cover and several pages of the Big Dogs Beg picture book. Each
line of the rhyming song is illustrated. The book’s main character is a wild looking rock star, and
the actions and drawings are designed to take the tame beginning reader picture book and turn it
on its heads using slapstick humor. A theme of the book is something to which many kids can
relate; namely, it is more fun to buck manners and let your wild side take over. Elegantly dressed
animals acting with aristocratic poise shed manners and decorum and wildly cavort by splashing
in mud, chasing each other, and riding motorcycles.
Figure 3 shows the cover of the Big Dogs Beg book. The cover shows the wild rock star
and two big menacing dogs on a rock and roll. In the foreground, silhouettes of romping heavy
metal fans display heavy metal salute signs. The subtitle reads, “Heavy metal picture book with
song, dance, and art”. Figure 4 is a page in the book that advertises and displays the components
of the Big Dogs Beg Curriculum. In Figure 5, the dogs that had appeared confident on the cover
now beg the rock star on bended as he tempts them with plates of ribs and ham. In Figure 6, a
rabbit, bulldog, and parrot dressed in formal attire sit politely on a couch. In Figure 7, they
succumb to their base instincts and cavort in piles of mud. In Figure 8, a father warns his young
daughter as she walks with goldfish in a cup.
Appendix C displays screenshots of the dance moves that accompany the Big Dogs Beg
song on a DVD. The dance moves are modeled by a video of a dancer who makes the moves
easy to follow and fun. Each movement, created with the help of an occupational therapist and
choreographer, is designed to be developmentally appropriate for young children and help them
develop balance and coordination through exaggerated whole body motions. The moves allow
the students to “become” the animals in the lyrics and act out the moves in simple and fun
movements that use large muscle groups such as the legs, trunk, and arms.
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Figure 9 shows the dancer modeling a running move that accompanies the lyric “Cats run
fast in the sun.” Figure 10 shows the dancer acting like a bug for the lyric “Bugs hop and jump
for fun.” Figure 11 shows the movement of bus driver holding the wheel for the lyric “Six big
kids got in a bus”. In Figure 12, the dancer acts like the dogs begging to be fed for the lyric “Big
dogs beg to be fed.”
Appendix D displays screenshots of the How to Draw art videos that accompany the Big
Dogs Beg song. These videos, available on DVD, help students both create visual art related to
the song and develop fine motor skills. An artist was hired to create original illustrations that
correspond to characters (e.g., cats, dogs, hens) in Big Dogs Beg. An animator created easy to
follow step-by-step videos that show students the materials they will need, how they are to
position their paper and hold their pencil and crayons, and how they can pause the video to catch
up. An occupational therapist who specializes in child motor development provided input on the
level of complexity needed for the drawings and how to help the students know how to hold their
pencil. Students are asked to watch a pencil or crayon as it creates the drawing and follow along
by drawing on their paper. The art is simple enough to follow that young students can follow the
drawing steps and experience success while still working on coordination and fine motor skills.
Because the students are representing their visual perceptions onto a blank piece of paper, they
are able to incorporate their personal artistic vision and personality into their drawings and create
unique works of art. Figure 12 features a subject that is more complex than the art for Big Dogs
Beg. However, it illustrates how students can use How to Draw art videos to create unique art
that captures their personality and artistic vision.
Figure 13 shows the first frame in the How to Draw art video for Big Dogs Beg that lets
the children know that this video will help them draw a hen. Figure 14 shows a screenshot where
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the students are told what materials they will need to draw the hen. Figure 15 shows how the
students are told to position their paper. Figure 16 shows how the students are told to hold their
pencil. Figure 17 and 18 show the drawing being created in steps. Figures 19 and 20 show the
steps where the hen is colored in with crayons.
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Chapter 5
Discussion

Well over 40 years of budget pressures and a focus on reading and math have results in
the arts – music, art, dance - largely being squeezed out of the school curriculum. Numerous
authors describe how arts-poor classrooms translate into missed educational opportunities for
students, particularly those students who need it the most. The purpose of this project was to
describe and share the process and selected products (i.e., elements of the first grade Big Dogs
Beg multi-media learning package) of the Rockin’ Teacher Curriculum that this teacher
researcher created over the course of several years in order to provide elementary teachers and
students with instruction materials and multi-media system that uses the visual and performing
arts to enhance student engagement and achievement in the curriculum. The Big Dogs Beg
materials and the entire curriculum enable teachers to integrate the visual and performing arts
into their classrooms and use it as a tool to teach academic standards rather than treating the arts
as a separate discipline.
Limitations
The Big Dogs Beg multi-media learning package and the Rockin’ Teacher Curriculum
has its limitations. First, each grade has only one song-based learning module; the songs don’t
cover all of the academic standards or content areas. More songs with different musical styles
need to be created for each grade. To create these products would require a significant
investment of time and money beyond my current means.
In addition, staff would need to be hired and paid to maintain the Rockin’ Teacher
Curriculum website and to train teachers in the use of the curriculum. A marketing strategy also
would need to be developed. Money would need to be spent on advertising, and the curriculum
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would be competing with companies that have larger advertising budgets and existing vending
relationships with school districts.
Another limitation is that the curriculum still needs to be modified so that it is completely
accessible to people who have disabilities including those who have visual, speech, motor, or
hearing impairments.
Lessons Learned
Creating the Big Dogs Beg multi-media learning package and the Rockin’ Teacher
Curriculum allowed me to pursue some of my creative dreams. In a sense, I was able to take the
methods I developed with my first grade class and the Kids Like Blues Band and expand and
standardize that model using original material that I created. I realized that I have an ability to
write cool, catchy songs and their accompanying arts-based components in a variety of genres
that serve as springboards for rigorous academic learning. When I was working with my first
grade students in the Kids Like Blues Band, I wished I could find a songwriter that could fuse
academics and music. I found that person in myself. I realized that I enjoy and have a knack for
collaborating with artists, musicians, choreographers, and education professionals. I also found
out that I can create a large body of work in a short amount of time.
I also learned that I have limitations. I can create material and get people excited about
the work, but I am not a salesperson. When I was finishing the CD with Dennis Walker, who
produced B.B. King and wrote songs that have sold millions of copies, he asked me what I would
do if I sold 100,000 CDs. I told him that I had not thought of even selling 100. I just don’t think
like that. Similarly, I formed a nonprofit to deliver the program for little or no cost to
disadvantaged schools. But thinking about asking for donations, running board meetings, and
running the nonprofit filled me with dread.
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I also learned that creativity comes at a cost. It seems like once I turned the spigot of
creativity on, I couldn’t shut it off. Once I devoted myself to creating this curriculum, I found
myself in the endless pursuit of creating and perfecting more songs and their accompanying
components. It came at the expense of my personal and professional life. Working for 60 to 70
hours per week for several years burned me out. I was my own boss, but I never gave myself a
break. I lost track of what is important in life - my wife and children.
I also learned that I am a teacher and have to be working with kids in a school setting to
feel like my life has any meaning. The best gig I ever had was playing with the first graders in
the Kids Like Blues Band.
Walker also asked me why I didn’t become a musician, and I shrugged my shoulders. I
now know the answer. Playing the same old songs with other adults, to other adults, night after
night would be stultifyingly boring to me. Teaching kids is more dynamic and challenging. I
went back to school and got a special education credential. I am teaching high school at a school
for students with learning differences and it is mind-blowingly fascinating. My students are my
audience. If I am not on my “A game,” they chew me up. I have a new puzzle to solve and a
renewed purpose in life.
Next Steps
Now that I am back in the classroom, I have a limited amount of time to do anything with
the curriculum. I actually shared Big Dogs Beg with my 9th grade English class and they thought
it was hilarious. One of the girls begged me to bring in the dance moves!
The K-5 curriculum is ready for use. I hope to sell the material as boxed individual
curriculum packages that can be sold in a bookstore or online. People need to see the curriculum
in bite-sized chunks. Plus, I will never have the resources to create all the material that would be
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needed to make a fully developed program for each grade level, with all of the accompanying
components. The Big Dogs Beg curriculum could be sold to parents, teachers, and schools
interested in teaching kids to read without having to depend on schools adopting the full
curriculum.
For example, in the Rockin’ Teacher Curriculum, I have developed a U.S. Constitution
curriculum package that is unlike anything out there. The U.S. Constitution is a hot button topic
that could appeal to the private market. It is more developed than any of my other learning
modules. The materials are all available in English and Spanish, and the song and books are
being translated into Tagalog, Chinese, and Arabic. There are leveled graphic novels that teach
about the Constitution at elementary, middle level, high school, and adult levels. The karaoke
videos come in three speeds to help emerging readers. There are two sets of dance moves, a
blues version and a rock version of the song. And there are a huge number of How to Draw
videos. It also comes with an “old school” hand drawn animation that took over six months to
create. The topic of the U.S. Constitution has wide ranging appeal and importance. The market
could include families that home school their children, parents, grandparents, and organizations
that teach civics and U.S. history to immigrants.
Conclusion
Do not train a child to learn by force or harshness;
but direct them to it by what amuses their minds,
so that you may be better able to discover with accuracy
the peculiar bent of the genius of each.
Plato (as cited at Plato Academy.net)
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The creation of the first grade Big Dogs Beg book and multi-media arts package was part
of a much larger project that took years to develop and make publically available. My goal was
to create an easy-to-use curriculum that would enable all teachers, regardless of their experience
and training, to integrate the visual and performing arts into their classrooms to make teaching
and learning fun. I feel that I accomplished this goal and, through the process, opened doors to
creative and fun ways for students and teachers alike to interact with curriculum in ways that
take advantage of 21 st Century technology.
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Appendix A

Lyrics to Big Dogs Beg Song

Figure 1. Lyrics to Big Dogs Beg Song By Jon Schwartz  2017
Cats run fast in the sun. Bugs hop and jump for fun.
Pets that run in mud get wet. Big dogs beg to be fed.
Hens run in the pen. A big red fox yells at them.
Fish swim in the cup. Do not spill them on the rug.
Hogs slip on the log. A fast red jet gets lost in fog.
Bugs dug in the mud. Six big kids got in a bus.

I said dogs, oh they beg for ribs and ham. And rams run faster than clams.
Ants fell in the web. Kids then have to go to bed.
Fish swim in the cup. Do not spill them on the rug.
Hogs slip on the log. A fast red jet gets lost in fog.
Bugs dug in the mud. Six big kids got in a bus.

Oh, Jack and Jill went up the hill. To fetch a pail of water.
Hey Grandma what big teeth you have!
I’m going back to the piggy town. I’m gonna huff and puff and blow it down!
Oh, Humpty Dumpty sat on the wall. Oh Humpty Dumpty had a big fall.
Now give me conclusion. Woh yeah!
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Figure 2. Illustrated page showing lyrics to Big Dogs Beg
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Appendix B

Cover and Sample Pages of the Big Dogs Beg Picture Book
Figure 3. Cover of Big Dogs Beg Picture Book

Figure 4. Page in book advertising the Big Dogs Beg Curriculum
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Figure 5. Illustration in Big Dogs Beg picture book showing once confident dogs begging

Figure 6. Illustration in Big Dogs Beg picture book showing pets well-dressed pets sitting on a
couch
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Figure 7. Illustration in Big Dogs Beg picture book showing pets going wild in the mud

Figure 8. Illustration in Big Dogs Beg picture book shows a young girl with a cup of fish
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Appendix C

Screenshots of DVD of Dance Moves for Big Dogs Beg Song
Figure 9. Screenshot of dance move for the lyric “Cats run in the sun”

Figure 10. Screenshot of dance move for the lyric “Bugs hop and jump for fun”
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Figure 11. Screenshot of dance move for the lyric “Six big kids got in a bus”

Figure 12. Screenshot of dance move for the lyric “Big dogs beg to be fed”
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Appendix D

Screenshots of How to Draw DVD for Big Dogs Beg

Figure 13. Screenshot of the first part of the video that shows the kids what they will draw

Figure 14. Screenshot that tells the students what materials they will need to draw the hen
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Figure 15. Screenshot that tells the students how to position their paper

Figure 16. Screenshot that tells the students how to hold their pencil
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Figure 17. Screenshot that shows a step of the drawing process

Figure 18. Screenshot that shows a step of the drawing process
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Figure 19. Screenshot that shows a step of the coloring process

Figure 20. Screenshot that shows a step of the coloring process
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